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Also GSX X does not require FSX Origin to run. Scenery for FSX May 26, 2008 10:52AM | Posted by Chris S. Verified
Reviewer Location:Austin, TX Industry: Computer Software Number of employees: 11-50 employees Company Profile I have
been a software developer for 20 years now and have been around FS since SC FS was around. I was a part of the early
development for FS3 and did most of the work on SC FS. After FS3 came out my focus shifted to VFR and lately my focus has
been on FSX development. Since FSX came out I have been a customer of GSX Ground Services and their products. I have
been happy with the quality of their products and the service that they provide. They have been a big help with the addition of
the GXS ground textures, I was able to get a good number of textures completed by GSX after only a couple of weeks. GSX also
installed a few ground textures to my FS2004 ground textures that I had created which I can now use in my FSX project. The
attention to detail that GSX puts into their products is impressive and the release of GSX is proof that they are the real deal.
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May 24, 2008 7:25PM | Posted by Mike J. Location:Minnesota Industry: Information Technology - Software Number of
employees: 1 employee I own a few Cessna 172's and I work in the hardware design field. I wanted to bring my flight
experience to the program so I bought FSX with X-Plane 9. The default scenery is a joke so I bought the add-on from GSX, the
Cessna 150. I fly at an airport with a runway and a small airport with a tarmac. I flew my Cessna 172 at a heliport and a small
airport with 1/2 mile to a grass field. I also fly the FSX version of the B737 and 767 to add realism to my flight experience. I'm
looking forward to the new version of FSX as well as the upcoming X-Plane 9. The scenery was easy to install and configures
well. The runway is well laid out and to scale. I bought the Cessna 150 scenery because it has the best detail for the model. The
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